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Waving HELLO
host of packages for families, stag and
hen parties, school groups, etc.
With such a dramatic and exciting
coastline, surfing is not the only action
sport on offer.
Earlier that day we drove across town
to Lusty Glaze, a small cove sheltered
between two giant cliffs and not, as I
initially thought, a female star of some
rather dubious films from the 50s and
60s.
Now, if the idea of launching yourself
off the top of a 150ft cliff hanging by a
rope attached to a wire floats your boat,
you’re in the right place at Lusty Glaze.
It’s one of the highest, longest and
fastest zip wires in Europe and, thanks
to its set-up, you only get to realise just
how high you are when you’ve stepped

off the platform. And by then it’s too
late…
The thing with most zip wiring is that
you go from a place high up, zoom
downwards with a gentle degree but at
high speed until you land at another
platform some distance away.
Lusty Glaze is different. You go from
one cliff top, across the cove, to
another cliff top, and back again, and
back again until you run out of
momentum.
Then you do some dangling, about
100ft up. Quite a lot of dangling in my
case, as I struggled with the release
button which feeds out your safety rope
slowly as you lower yourself to the
safety of the sand below.
We stayed in the Squarehouse, which

we worked out was probably called that
because it’s a house and it’s square.
Not no ordinary house, this, it’s a
mahoosive six-bedroom, beautifully
decorated and furnished behemoth
right in the centre of town, so ideally for
large groups or extended families.
It’s handy for the nearby supermarket,
has parking for three cars and is just
one minute’s walk from the main drag
with all the pubs, clubs and shops.
So if you’re looking for an actionpacked and enjoyable weekend or even
longer, I’d certainly recommend
Newquay.
n Useful websites:
www.newquayactivitycentre.co.uk
www.lustyglaze.co.uk
www.thesquarehouse.co.uk
sevendays
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